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After its relocation to larger premises on Park Hill, S1 Artspace will reopen next month with an exhibition documenting the lives of residents living on the estate and the nearby Hyde Park complex from the early-60s through
to the late-80s.
Inside the new venue, situated in a renovated garage block overlooking the sculpture park, Love Among the Ruins: A
Romance of the Near Future will feature archival photography and film from social documentarians Roger Mayne and
Bill Stephenson, whose work focused on the first residents of Park Hill from 1961-65 and the last remaining residents
of its sister building Hyde Park in 1988.
There will be rare documents and previously unseen material from Mayne and Stephenson’s 1988 ‘Streets in the Sky’
exhibition, which provided an insight into the strong sense of community felt throughout the area, while 1965 landmark
BBC Park Hill documentary ‘The Fortress’ will also be shown.
Love Among the Ruins will largely reflect on the ideals etched into the estates’ distinctive brutalist architecture, the
deterioration suffered as the decades passed by, changing attitudes towards social housing, and the next phases in
the evolution of the building so embedded in Sheffield culture.

The exhibition will open 20 July – 15 September. For further information or any enquiries, please contact
laura@s1artspace.org / +44 (0)114 275 6131 / s1artspace.org

Monday 13 June 2018
Bill Stephenson exhibiting at S1 Artspace in Sheffield, UK
Panos Pictures

Bill Stephenson exhibiting at S1 Artspace in Sheffield, UK
Bill Stephenson will be exhibiting his work on the last remaining residents of the Hyde Park estate in Sheffield which he
produced in 1988 when the estate had fallen largely into disrepair and had come to be considered a failed experiment
in social housing by Sheffield City Council. Bill’s work will be shown side by side with the work of the late Roger Mayne
who photographed the first and last residents of another social housing estate – Park Hill – from 1965 until 1988. The
joint exhibition is being shown under the title of Love Among the Ruins, after Evelyn Waugh’s satirical short story of the
same name.
The intimate portraits will be shown at:
S1 Artspace Sheffield
1 Norwich Street
Park Hill
Sheffield
S2 5PN
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Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson @ S1 Artspace
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Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson: Love Among the Ruins
20 July – 15 September 2018
“Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future presents the work of two social documentary photographers
Roger Mayne (1929 – 2014) and Bill Stephenson (b. 1955), who documented the first residents of Park Hill from 196165 and the last remaining residents of Park Hill’s sister building Hyde Park in 1988 – both landmark buildings which
were the product of City Council Architect J. L. Womersley’s pioneering vision for social housing in Sheffield.
The exhibition takes its title from Evelyn Waugh’s satirical short story, which imagines a dystopian future Britain as the
result of an overbearing welfare state. Written in 1953, Waugh’s story foreshadowed some of the concerns about the
possible social consequences of the government’s progressive post-war approach to rebuilding the country. Including
rare documents and archival material, Love Among the Ruins is a re-interpretation of Streets in the Sky, an exhibition
by Mayne and Stephenson curated by Matthew Conduit at the Untitled Gallery in Sheffield in 1988. Love Among the
Ruins revisits aspects of the original exhibition alongside works not previously shown and includes The Fortress, a film
about Park Hill produced by the BBC in 1965 as part of its Landmarks documentary series.
Looking back to the utopian ideals inherent in the architecture of Park Hill and Hyde Park, Love Among the Ruins
traces the social history of the two estates, reconsidering the 1988 exhibition 30 years on. As Park Hill is once again
undergoing a huge period of reinvention following its Grade II* listing in 1998 and ongoing redevelopment since 2007,
Love Among the Ruins offers a moment to reflect on the major changes that the estate has experienced historically
and marks the next phase in the evolution of this landmark building.”
S1 Artspace, Sheffield
Also published on Medium. (https://medium.com/f-stop-magazine/roger-mayne-and-bill-stephenson-s1-artspaceda4b515d9f96)

Thursday 14 June 2018
S1 Artspace to re-open
RMC Media
Tom Josephidou

S1 ARTSPACE SET TO REOPEN
THE EXHIBITION SPACE IS DUE TO REOPEN NEXT MONTH WITH A CELEBRATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILM FOCUSING ON THE RENOWNED PARK HILL AND HYDE PARK FLATS
S1 Artspace, on South Street, is reopening with a new exhibition between 20 July and 15 September. The exhibition
will look at Park Hill and Hyde Park flats, both buildings designed by City Council architect J. L. Womersley, as part of
his vision for social housing in Sheffield.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the near future presents the collective work of Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson. Both documentary photographers, who documented the first residents of Park Hill from 1961-65, and the last
remaining members of sister building Hyde Park in 1988.
The exhibition will include some rare and previously unseen material from Mayne and Stephenson’s 1988 ‘Streets in
the Sky’ exhibition, which explores the sense of community felt throughout the area.
The landmark 1965 BBC documentary ‘The Fortress’ will also be shown during the showcase.
Love Among the Ruins will offer a moment to reflect on the major changes that the estate has experienced historically
and marks the next phase in the evolution of this landmark building.
For more information about S1 Artspace and the exhibition itself, check them out on Facebook here.

Monday 18 June 2018
The Showroom announces new director; S1 Artspace to reopen in July with exhibition in new Park Hill gallery
AN

The Showroom announces new director; S1 Artspace to reopen in July with
exhibition in new Park Hill gallery
In Brief: national and international news including: Freelands Association announces shortlisted art organisations
for 2018 award; European museum directors warn of ‘increasing interference’ by nationalist governments; Mark
Wallinger’s permanent artwork inspired by Magna Carta opens to the public.
The Showroom announces new director London gallery The Showroom has appointed Elvira Dyangani Ose as its new
director. She will take up the new role on 3 September 2018, replacing Emily Pethick who is leaving to become the new
general director of the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten in Amsterdam.
Dyangani Ose joins the gallery from Creative Time, the New York-based non-profit public arts organisation where she
is currently senior curator. She is also currently lecturer in visual cultures at Goldsmiths and a member of the Thought
Council at the Fondazione Prada, as well as being an independent curator.
Dyangani Osewas curator of the eighth edition of the Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary art (GIBCA
2015) and curator of international art at Tate Modern from 2011–2014. She recently joined Tate Modern’s Advisory
Council.
Commenting on her appointment, she said: “Most of my theoretical work has focused on new forms of environment
produced by artists in the absence of conventional institutions and contexts. The chance of continuing research and
curatorial projects on the formulation of such experience as institution, as well as providing a platform for experimental
artistic practices under the umbrella of The Showroom, is extraordinary.”

S1 Artspace reopens with first exhibition in its new Park Hill gallery Sheffield-based gallery and studio organisation S1
Artspace has announced it will reopen next month with an exhibition of photography and film of Sheffield’s brutalist
Park Hill and Hyde Park estates from the 1960s to the 1980s. ‘Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future‘
presents the work of two social documentary photographers: Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson.
Including rare documents and archival material, the show is a reinterpretation of ‘Streets in the Sky’, an exhibition
by Mayne and Stephenson that was curated by the Untitled Gallery in Sheffield in 1988. It will contain aspects of the
original exhibition, plus works not previously shown.
S1 Artspace’s relocation came after it received £1million of government funding to develop artist studios, creative
workspace, live/work flats, production workshops and an education space. The new space’s inaugural exhibition will
run 20 July – 15 September 2018.
Freelands Association announces shortlisted art organisations for 2018 award Six regional organisations across
the UK have been shortlisted for the annual £100,000 Freelands Award. They are: Baltic, Gateshead; Dundee
Contemporary Arts; Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge; MAC, Belfast; Spike Island, Bristol; and Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
Wakefield.
Of the £100,000 awarded to the eventual winner, £25,000 is to be paid directly
by the winning organisation to the artist they select to work with.
The selection panel for the 2018 Award winner, which will be announced in autumn 2018, is: Elisabeth Murdoch (chair
and founder of the Freelands Foundation); Martin Clark, director, Camden Arts Centre; Susan Hiller, artist; Jenni
Lomax, outgoing director for Camden Arts Centre; and Beatrix Ruf, curator and former director of Stedelijk Museum
Amsterdam.

Tuesday 19 June
Love among the ruins: Park Hill exhibition to reopen Sheffield gallery
The Star
Richard Blackledge

Love among the ruins: Park Hill exhibition to reopen Sheffield gallery
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The modernist Park Hill estate in Sheffield has long been a source of artistic inspiration, firing the imaginations of
designers, architects and musicians since it was built as a bold social housing experiment in 1961. And some of the
first depictions of the Brutalist complex are to be seen again in a new exhibition next month that will also shed light on
Hyde Park flats, the site’s largely demolished sister building.
Promoted by O2 Conduit’s show emerged in a very different time, when the estates were in steep decline, marred by
poor living conditions and crime. Only two blocks of Hyde Park remain today, while Park Hill - its concrete structure
protected by a Grade II* listing - is gradually being renovated by developer Urban Splash, which is creating apartments,
student accommodation, business units and more, alongside the arts centre.
However, 30 years ago Stephenson - who lives in Derbyshire and was director of Site’s forerunner the Untitled Gallery
from 1982 to 1995 - still found ‘a close community reluctant to be broken up’ and ‘did not meet a single resident who
wanted to be rehoused, despite the current condition of the flats’.
Meanwhile, Mayne - recognised as one of the most important post-war British photographers - managed to catch Park
Hill in its idealistic early days, when milk floats buzzed along the neat walkways and boys played football in the wellmaintained grounds.
Love Among The Ruins runs from July 20 to September 15, taking its
full title from a satirical short story by Evelyn Waugh, which imagined a
dystopian Britain of the future governed by an overbearing welfare state.
Written in 1953, Waugh’s story anticipated some of the concerns about
the possible social consequences of the government’s post-war approach
to rebuilding the country. S1 was founded by a group of Sheffield artists
in 1995 to provide affordable studios. It originally operated from a space
above the Corporation nightclub in Trafalgar Street, then took larger
premises next door. Architecture practice Carmody Groake has been hired
to design the arts centre.
Visit www.s1artspace.org for details.
Roger Mayne, Boys playing football, Park Hill Estate, Sheffield,
1961 © Roger Mayne Archive / Mary Evans Picture Library
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Love Among the Ruins: Photography that documents the community of a Sheffield housing estate
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This July, S1 Artspace reopens in the heart of Sheffield’s iconic Brutalist Park Hill estate with an exhibition of archival
photography and film of the residents who shaped the original communities in Park Hill and neighbouring Hyde Park.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future presents the work of two social documentary photographers
Roger Mayne (1929 – 2014) and Bill Stephenson (b. 1955), who documented the first residents of Park Hill from 196165 and the last remaining residents of Park Hill’s sister building Hyde Park in 1988 – both landmark buildings which
were the product of City Council Architect J. L. Womersley’s pioneering vision for social housing in Sheffield.
The exhibition takes its title from Evelyn Waugh’s satirical short story, which imagines a dystopian future Britain as the
result of an overbearing welfare state. Written in 1953, Waugh’s story foreshadowed some of the concerns about the
possible social consequences of the government’s progressive post-war approach to rebuilding the country.
Including rare documents and archival material, Love Among the Ruins is a re-interpretation of Streets in the Sky, an
exhibition by Mayne and Stephenson curated by Matthew Conduit at the Untitled Gallery in Sheffield in 1988. Thirty
years on, this new show revisits aspects of the original exhibition alongside works not previously shown and includes
The Fortress, a film about Park Hill produced by the BBC in 1965 as part of its Landmarks documentary TV series.
Originally staged during the most significant period of decline of the two estates, Streets in the Sky provided an insight
into the sense of rootedness and connection to the architecture felt by many of the residents. Despite the increasing
deterioration of the fabric of the building, Stephenson found “a close community reluctant to be broken up” and “did
not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused, despite the current condition of the flats.”
Looking back to the utopian ideals inherent in the architecture of Park Hill and Hyde Park, Love Among the Ruins traces
the social history of the buildings, as Park Hill is once again undergoing a huge period of reinvention following its Grade
II* listing in 1998 and ongoing redevelopment since 2007. It offers a moment to reflect on the major changes that the
estate has experienced historically and marks the next phase in the evolution of this landmark building.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future – Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson will run from 20 July until 15
September 2018 at S1 Artspace in Sheffield.

Monday 2 July 2018
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future at S1 Artspace, Sheffield
Creative Tourist
Sara Jaspan

Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future at S1 Artspace, Sheffield
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future at S1 Artspace in
Sheffield, Sheffield, 20 July–15 September 2018, free entry - Visit now
It will have escaped few people’s attention that the UK is currently in the
grip of an unprecedented housing crisis. We are facing the biggest housing
shortfall on record, the cost of homeownership far exceeds the means of
most first-time buyers, private rental fees continue to soar and there has
been an almost 170% increase in homelessness since 2010 (based on
official figures alone).

Bill Stephenson, ‘Tony the Ton’ and Martin age 8, outside
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The reasons behind these separate, but interrelated problems are, of course,
incredibly complex. However, a key factor has been the chronic shortage of
social housing brought about by privatisation; partly through the introduction of Margaret Thatcher’s Right to Buy policy in 1980, and partly through
the systematic ‘transfer’ of social housing by government to private developers over the last 30 years. In 1980, 48% of the population lived in council
housing; today, the proportion has fallen to just 8%.

Against this current societal backdrop and in response to the context of its own new home, S1 Artspace’s upcoming
exhibition couldn’t be more perfectly, nor boldly conceived. Love Among the Ruins is a direct response to the social
history and politics of Sheffield’s iconic Park Hill estate (where the independent, artist-led studio and gallery space
is now based), and its sister building Hyde Park. Both high-rise Brutalist landmarks were commissioned as part of
City Council Architect J. L. Wormersley’s pioneering vision for social housing in the city, and reflected the wider
government’s progressive post-war ambition to rebuild the country with homes where people could ‘live well’ rather
than simply exist.
Park Hill in particular was the largest and most radical housing project of its kind outside of London; the architects,
Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith, adopting the French Modernist Le Corbusier’s ‘streets in the air’ concept in an attempt to
preserve the sense of neighbourliness that already existed among the communities they were rehousing. A stark
ideological contrast to today, when social housing residents are commonly being dispossessed of their homes,
pushed out of city centres and, in many cases, scattered across the country – described by some as ‘social cleansing’.
Love Among the Ruins is a reinterpretation of Streets in the Sky – an exhibition held 30 years earlier at the Untitled
Gallery in Sheffield, which provided an insight into the sense of rootedness and connection to the architecture felt by
many of the residents that lived there. It featured the work of two social documentary photographers: the great Roger
Mayne, whose seminal images captured the energy and conviviality of life on the Park Hill estate at the time of its
inception (1961-65), and Bill Stephenson, whose deeply moving portraits show the last remaining residents of Hyde
Park in 1988 when the estate had fallen largely into disrepair and was being prepared by the council for demolition.
Unlike Mayne, Stephenson spent eight months getting to know the Hyde Park residents and, despite the increasing
deterioration of the fabric of the four towering, high-density buildings (based on a very different design to Park Hill), he
found: “a close community reluctant to be broken up” and “did not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused.”
Nevertheless, authorities judged the project to have been a failure and its fate became a microcosm of the changing
attitude towards social housing and the welfare state in Britain, as the priorities of central government shifted away
from social responsibility towards privatisation and home-ownership.
After a similar period of decline, Park Hill, on the other hand, controversially became the largest listed building
in Europe in 1998, and has since been developed into luxury flats, business units, student accommodation and
– some, rather limited – social housing provision by property mogul Urban Splash, in partnership with English
Heritage. In addition to Mayne and Stephenson’s photographs, Love Among the Ruins will also include a selection
of rare documents and archival material, which, presented in the context of Park Hill’s starkly different 21st century
reincarnation, should provide a fascinating perspective on the two architectural experiments.
The exhibition’s intriguing title is taken from a 1953 satirical short story by the English writer Evelyn Waugh, which
imagines a dystopian future Britain as the result of an overbearing welfare state. Such information brings an interesting
new dimension to our expectations for the show. A liberal arts organisation, one would expect S1 Artspace to adopt
a clear position of favour towards the utopian ideals underpinning both projects, yet perhaps more of a nuanced
provocation awaits. Either way, we’re certainly looking forward to visiting S1 Artspace in its new premises, and
encountering the Brutalist beauty of Park Hill once again.
Discover more art galleries and museums in Sheffield.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future at S1 Artspace in Sheffield, Sheffield

Monday 2 July 2018
Must-see exhibitions this July
Spectrum
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Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future
S1 Artspace reopens in the heart of Sheffield’s iconic Brutalist Park Hill estate with an exhibition of archival photography and film.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future presents the work of social documentary photographers Roger
Mayne and Bill Stephenson.
They documented the first residents of Park Hill from 1961-65 and the last remaining residents of its sister building
Hyde Park in 1988.
The exhibition takes its title from Evelyn Waugh’s satirical short story. Waugh imagined a dystopian future Britain created by an overbearing welfare state.
Including rare documents and archival material, Love Among the Ruins is a re-interpretation of Streets in the Sky,
Mayne and Stephenson’s exhibition at the Untitled Gallery, Sheffield, in 1988.
Thirty years on, it revisits aspects of the original exhibition alongside works not previously shown.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future, S1 Artspace, Sheffield, July 20 to September 15.

Friday 5 July 2018
Bill Stephenson’s portraits from the Streets in the Sky
British Journal of Photography
Marigold Warner
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“If you can relate to people and show an interest in them you get far better pictures,” says Bill Stephenson, whose
intimate insight into the last days of the Hyde Park flats in 1988 are going on show in Sheffield’s Park Hill Estate this
summer
“None of the people I met wanted to move, they were happy there,” says Bill Stephenson, who photographed the last
residents of Hyde Park Flats, Sheffield before it was demolished 30 years ago. “The tenants felt like they were being
pushed around, they didn’t know where they were going. The brutalist architecture of the Hyde Park flats had become
a special place to live”.
Set on one of Sheffield’s seven hills, the four high-rise flats were once part of Park Hill Estate, at the time the largest
social housing estate of its kind in Europe. Built between 1957 and 1961, Park Hill had a deck access scheme
considered revolutionary at the time, which provided walkways wide enough for small vehicles like milk cart, and
earned the estate the nickname “streets in the sky”.
In 1998, just ten years after the Hyde Park flats were demolished, Park Hill was given a Grade II* listed building status,
making it the largest listed structure in Europe. Now, the remaining estate is undergoing refurbishment, and the
flats are high in demand for their views across the city and easy access into town. Should Hyde Park have been left
standing, the whole estate would probably now be protected.
This month a new gallery, S1 Artspace, opens in Park Hill Estate with an inaugural exhibition titled Love Among the
Ruins. The show is a re-interpretation of Streets in the Sky, a 1988 exhibition of Stephenson’s portraits of the last
residents of Hyde Park, plus Roger Mayne’s documentation of the estate in the 1960s. The new show will exhibit
selected photographs by Stephenson and Mayne, along with archival material and a short film about Park Hill produced
by the BBC in 1965, The Fortress.
Hyde Park was only 22 years old when the council deemed it a failed social experiment, but Stephenson suspects that
it had deliberately started to run it down years before by, for example, refusing to do maintenance work. “There was
this much broader picture of the politics that was going on during the 1980s,” he explains.
“There was a period of social engineering where tenants were being moved from social housing into the private sector.
We were suspicious that it was an abnegation of social responsibility by the Thatcherite government.”
The work sits within a canon of Stephenson’s previous projects, documenting working class communities which no
longer exist such as the Dial House Working Mens Club in 1983. “It shocks me how fast things can move,” he says,
“how quickly photographs can go from being contemporary to historic images.”
Stephenson’s career in documentary photography started with a season as a photographer at Butlins holiday camp in
1977 – an experience not for the faint-hearted but which, in retrospect, was the making of him. “Looking back that was
a defining part of my career,” he says.

Friday 5 July 2018
Bill Stephenson’s portraits from the Streets in the Sky
British Journal of Photography
Marigold Warner

“Being verbally abused constantly by drunk revellers did me a great favour, it gave me a huge amount of confidence in
photographing people in crowded places.”
Stephenson also owes something to BJP, which published a portfolio of his work in 1978. This exposure lead to an
invitation from lecturer Ken Phillips to study on the Fine Art course at Sheffield City Polytechnic, which helped set him
on the career he’s still following today.
Before Hyde Park was demolished, Stephenson spent eight months wandering around the estate, concealing his
Hasselblad camera in a sturdy carrier bag to avoid looking intimidating or too official. “I’d buy a can of pop and some
cigarettes, talk to people and get introductions,” he says.
“Accessibility is the key to most good documentary photography. If you can relate to people and show an interest in
them you get far better pictures.”
Stephenson recalls people coming up to him with photographs of sunsets they’d had taken from the top of the estate.
“People were proud to live up there,” he says – and he adds that, while public opinion was was split on whether the
estate was a treasure or an eyesore, he can vouch for the phenomenal views.
“I personally loved it,” he says. “I loved the concrete, and the incredible post-war optimism that built it in the first place.
But the thing I loved most was that it was social housing. It was for working people, it wasn’t meant to be for private
ownership.”
At the time, Stephenson and the estate’s residents thought the decision to demolish it was unfair and short sighted.
“When I started the project, if I’d heard people saying they wanted to leave, the photographs would have reflected
that,” he says.
After the demolition, residents were dispersed into various run-down council estates in the outskirts of the city. But
there is still a community of over 800 ex-residents on Facebook, who have been invited to the gallery to share their
photographs of the estate. Their work will be scanned and stored in an archive, but for now Stephenson’s images
remain a testament to the closely-knit community he got to know so well.
“One element I wanted to bring across was racial integration amongst the tenants,” he says. “At the time there was a lot
of bad press, but that wasn’t the case there. People got along very well together, I hope that intimacy is reflected in the
pictures.”
https://billstephenson.co.uk/ Love Among the Ruins will run from 20 July – 15 September at S1 Artspace, Sheffield
www.s1artspace.org
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‘Love Among The Ruins’? Telling The Social History Of Sheffield’s Best-Known
Housing Estates
An eyesore or an architectural landmark? Should the flats have been Grade II listed or demolished alongside Hyde Park
in the early 1990s? A feature of Sheffield’s skyline since 1957, the multi-storey housing estate Park Hill is still a topic of
debate.
These questions have tended to overshadow the fact that Park Hill and Hyde Park were – and to a lesser extent still are
– home for a significant number of people in Sheffield. With its focus on the estates’ residents rather than the buildings
themselves, this is something that art charity S1 Artspace’s latest project Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the
Near Future seeks to rectify.
In a converted garage nestled between the first phase of Park Hill’s redevelopment and the vacant flats that make
up the rest of the estate, the exhibition features the work of social documentary photographers Roger Mayne and Bill
Stephenson, who documented life at Park Hill and Hyde Park in the early 1960s and late 1980s respectively. Billed
as a reinterpretation of the pair’s 1988 exhibition Streets in the Sky, it showcases archival material and documentary
footage of the flats in an attempt to tell the social history of Sheffield’s best-known estates.
In my research into everyday life and multi-storey council housing in Sheffield and Manchester, I explore how far
changing housing policies, media coverage, and cultural attitudes shaped residents’ experiences of their estates over
the post-war period.
Specific ideas about the nature of residents’ everyday lives were central to Sheffield City Council and architect J.
L. Womersley’s plans for both Park Hill and Hyde Park, making the multi-storey flats particularly suited to a social
historical analysis.
With its pubs, shops, and wide street decks that allowed residents to walk above ground from one end of the estate
to the other, Park Hill was built to replicate its architects’ ideas of traditional working-class community in a new
environment. It was a social experiment that the Council was eager to be successful in, even allocating a flat to
sociologist Jean Demers to oversee how well residents adapted to life off the ground in the estate’s first few years.[1]
Mayne’s photographs of children playing and neighbours chatting in the early 1960s seemed to confirm the verdict of
the Sheffield Telegraph: Park Hill was a ‘triumph of design’ and ‘a children’s paradise’.[2]
Bill Stephenson’s work, on the other hand, captured life in Park Hill’s sister development Hyde Park in 1988, just
before its demolition. Hyde Park was built in 1965 in a similar architectural style to Park Hill, but on a much larger scale.
However, it did not take long for accounts of the estate’s problems to begin to surface.
Despite these negative reports, Stephenson found that the Hyde Park residents who he met and photographed in
1988 did not want to be rehoused. A survey undertaken by Sheffield City Council just one year later found that while
60% of residents favoured rehousing, 30% wanted to stay on the estate, and 10% were unsure.
These results were reported in The Guardian alongside the news that those tenants who wanted to stay had formed
a community action group that aimed to ensure that when Hyde Park was cleared for demolition, some neighbours
would be rehoused on the same estates.[3]
Mayne’s photographs of the early 1960s and Stephenson’s of the late 1980s bookend a period of significant social,
political, and cultural change in Britain. In the years in between, the initial celebration of mass, multi-storey council
estates had been cut short as they became increasingly linked to crime and deprivation.
Park Hill and Hyde Park can show how these developments played out locally, with residents’ voices revealing a more
complex story than the inevitable rise and fall of these places.
In 1972, a survey into aspects of multi-storey life at Park Hill found that while some residents liked living on the estate,
others did not.[4] In the face of such ‘inconclusive’ results, BBC Radio Sheffield sent a reporter to the flats to get the
real story but found a similarly mixed picture.
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Some of the residents interviewed felt cut off in their flats and some enjoyed the privacy. Others sympathised with
feelings of isolation but felt that there were advantages to living so close to the city centre. Far from uncovering the
straightforward reality of life at Park Hill, the interviews only revealed more contradictions.
The exhibition’s title Love Among the Ruins is meant to be taken literally to encourage visitors to appreciate the future
potential of Sheffield’s estates through the residents of its past. But in sharing its title with Evelyn Waugh’s story of
an over-stretched welfare state in a dystopian near-future, it sees residents through the lens of a familiar historical
narrative.
Perhaps by moving away from this, historians can understand why it was that despite the many problems typically
associated with multi-storey council housing, communities still existed on estates like Park Hill and Hyde Park until
they were cleared.
Isabelle Carter is a first-year PhD student in the Department of History at the University of Sheffield. Her research
takes a comparative case study approach to everyday life and identity on multi-storey council housing estates in
Sheffield, Manchester and London between c. 1957 and 1998. You can find her on Twitter @_isabellectr
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future runs from 20 July 2018 to 15 September 2018 at S1 Artspace, 1
Norwich Street, Park Hill, Sheffield.
[1] 1 Sheffield City Council Housing Department, Park Hill Survey (Sheffield, 1962), Sheffield Local Studies Library
[2] 2 The Children’s Paradise: A Triumph of Design and Planning that Challenges all Europe’, Sheffield Telegraph, 16
June 1961, Sheffield Local Studies Library, M1320.
[3] 3 Catherine Pepinster, ‘High Hopes: Can determined tenant action beat the horrors of Hulme and Hyde Park?’, The
Guardian, 13 September 1989.
[4] 4 Department of the Environment, The Estate Outside the Dwelling: Reactions of Residents to Aspects of Housing
Layout (London, 1972), Sheffield Local Studies Library.
Image: Facade of Park Hill, a council housing estate in Sheffield by Paolo Margari
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Roger Mayne, Boys playing football, Park Hill Estate, Sheffield,
1961 © Roger Mayne Archive / Mary Evans Picture Library

Roger Mayne captures a kickabout in the shadow of the steel city’s brutalist estate
If football had come home this weekend, there is a strong argument that it would have pitched up in Sheffield. Three
of England’s team grew up in the steel city. Visitors to the S1 Artspace, which reopens in the city’s Park Hill housing
estate this month will perhaps see an added poignancy in some of the images on display there.
Park Hill was built a few years before England’s only triumph in the World Cup. Along with the neighbouring Hyde Park
estate, it represented city council architect JL Womersley’s bold vision of a new era of social housing in Sheffield. The
street photographer Roger Mayne documented all of that original hope in his photographs of the first residents of the
utopian schemes that followed slum clearance. His camera often dwelt on the common recreation areas of the new
brutalist buildings, where invariably an impromptu game of football was in progress.
Nothing of what followed quite matched the “streets in the sky” civic dream that the estates embodied. In an area undone by mass unemployment in the 1970s and 80s, Park Hill became emblematic in the wider imagination of the alienation of large-scale social housing schemes. The exhibition at Artspace pairs Mayne’s photographs with Bill Stephenson’s 1988 pictures of the last residents of Hyde Park before its partial demolition. Even then, despite the deterioration
of the fabric of the buildings, Stephenson found a strong community and “did not meet a single resident who wanted to
be rehoused, despite the current condition of the flats”.
The 30 years of hurt since then have seen many further changes to Park Hill, which was partly abandoned and then
became the largest listed building in the country before undergoing a decade of refurbishment, driven by Tom Bloxham’s Urban Splash. The relocation of Artspace is a landmark in that new sense of purpose, and its opening exhibition
is, properly, full of might-have-beens.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future runs 20 July-15 September at S1 Artspace, Sheffield
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When Joanne Marsden was a child, the low concrete garage block that’s surrounded by high-rise flats on her estate
was a place to rollerblade on the roof after tea and avoid after dark.
Marsden was born in one of the Park Hill flats in 1965 and still lives on the estate that dominates Sheffield’s skyline.
Children used to play on top of the garage, she recalls. “We used to climb up - there were two holes in the ceiling.
“You could climb up onto the roof. We used to play tiggy on there and we used to rollerblade on top.
“It were right scary when it turned dark. If one of the garages were empty and the door were left open, you were right
scared of people shoving you in and shutting the door because there were no lights in there.”
This week, when she goes back, she’ll see its transformation.
Instead of dark garages and holes in the roof, it now has white walls, light-filled artists’ studios and a small shop by the
front door.
The garage block has been converted into the city’s newest art gallery by S1 Artspace, which has relocated from the
city centre.
Marsden is looking forward to seeing its new life. “I like art so I’ll probably nip down and have a nosey.”
The garage-turned-gallery opens on Friday with an exhibition of photographs taken by Roger Mayne soon after Park
Hill opened in 1961 alongside photos of the neighbouring Hyde Park estate taken by Bill Stephenson in 1988, just
before the block was knocked down.
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Streets in the sky … the Sheffield high-rises that were home sweet
Rollerskating paper girls, daredevil sunbathers, high altitude milkmen …
a new photography show beautifully captures the first and last days of a Sheffield estate
and its residents

Daredevil sunbathers … Donna
Hargreaves and Carmen Bello sit
on an unguarded fourth storey
concrete parapet, in a shot from
Love Among the Ruins. Photograph:
Bill Stephenson

One pint or two? … the milkman
comes, 1961. Photograph: Roger
Mayne Archive / Mary Evans Picture
Library

“Tony the Ton” and his
nephew Martin. Photograph:
Bill Stephenson

Reads on wheels … rollerskating paper girls Anita
and Emma, 1988. Photograph: © Bill Stephenson

Community spirit … women stop
to chat, 1961. Photograph: Roger
Mayne Archive/Mary Evans Picture
Library

By the time Stephenson arrived, the men were unemployed and the council considered Hyde Park flats a failed experiment in social housing. Shortly after he took his final frame, the bulldozers were sent in. He has kept in touch with
many residents. One, Donna Hargreaves, contacted him recently after seeing a photograph of herself that was used
to advertise the S1 show in the Sheffield Star. He captured her as a 14-year-old, straddling the fourth floor concrete
balcony in white shorts and a red and white striped T-shirt with her friend Carmen. Now in her mid-40s, she planned to
attend this week’s opening.
Others did not make it into middle age. One boy took his own life; a girl died after a life of health problems. For some,
being photographed was a confidence boost. Leroy, whom Stephenson photographed on the Hyde Park swings as a
14-year-old, contacted him recently. “He said, ‘I was amazed you wanted to photograph me. People like me were invisible then: black teenagers living on a housing estate like Hyde Park.’ He’s doing really well now and has a great job as an
IT guy.”
Life changed for Stephenson too. He started a family and, unable to make ends meet doing social documentary photography, began taking commercial work: weddings on Saturdays, TV work and PR gigs that never made his heart sing.
But he will forever be proud of the eight months he spent traipsing around Hyde Park with his camera in a carrier bag.
Love Among the Ruins is at S1 Artspace in Park Hill, Sheffield, until 15 September.

Postwar vision … the estate photographed from the air in 1961, the year it opened. Photograph:
Heritage Images/Gett
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Love Among the Ruins review – beauty and brilliance on the high-rises of Sheffield
S1 Artspace, Sheffield
This exhibition – which movingly captures day-to-day life on a Sheffield estate from the
60s to the 80s – tells a compelling story about changing Britain

The people bring these images to life ... boys play football on the Park Hill Estate in
1961. Photograph: Rights Managed/Roger Mayne Archive/Mary Evans Picture Library

Men are almost absent ... neighbours socialising on the upper floor deck in 1961. Photograph: Rights Managed/Roger Mayne Archive/Mary Evans Picture Library

Arriving in Sheffield by train, among the first things you will see is Park Hill – a brutalist megastructure that once
housed more than 1,000 inhabitants in one of the largest social housing schemes outside London. Along with its sister
estate Hyde Park, Park Hill looms large over Sheffield’s landscape and history, its utopian ideals and eventual demise
mirroring the rise and fall of industrial cities in the 20th century.
It is within these concrete walls that S1 Artspace has built a new home, transforming the old garage block into a
gallery and artist studios. Fittingly, S1’s first exhibition – Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future – is a
photographic celebration of life on the estates. Bringing together the images of Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson,
the survey begins as Park Hill opened in 1961 and ends at Hyde Park in 1988, shortly before it was due to be partially
demolished.
In a glass case in the centre of the gallery, official correspondence underline the social and architectural importance of
the project. A 1965 issue of the Architects’ Journal announces that Park Hill is “almost as un-photogenic as the London Underground” adding that “close-up it is a neutral framework drawing life only from its inhabitants”.
There is an irony to reading this at a Park Hill photography exhibition, but the writer is spot on when referring to the
inhabitants. These estates might be the context, casting stunning shapes into the backdrop, but it is the people that
bring these images to life.
Stephenson’s full-colour photographs find the eyes, the friendships, the mood of the residents. One woman clutches
snacks, a girl idles on a swing, two young boys lean over breathless as if interrupted mid-race. Light is used to excellent effect, creating a cinematic stillness that contrasts with the depressing reality of the crumbling 1980s housing
estate in the background.
The images shot in the 1960s by Mayne are less intimate, but more hopeful. Park Hill had only just opened, and the
residents appeared to be learning to live in the space. We see the milkman navigating several floors, children racing
around the playground, women playing bingo, neighbours socialising on the decks. Noticeably, men are almost entirely
absent from Mayne’s collection.
Aside from the beauty of the photographs, the brilliance of this exhibition is in its ability to tell a wider story about the
social context of Britain at the time. The arrival of men into the frame in Stephenson’s work in the 1980s is presumably connected to the rise in mass unemployment – the main reason these ambitious housing projects failed. Lack of
work led to lack of funds to pay rent, leaving the council with little to pay for repairs: a scenario replicated all over the
country.
What about the people who used to live there and appear in the photographs? Curator Laura Clarke confirms that a
number will attend, and she has created space for them to add their own photographs to the display. In 1988, when
Stephenson was taking his last photos and many residents were being rehoused, it looked like the end was nigh for
these kinds of estates. But 30 years later, with Grade II-listed status and various renovations in the pipeline, Park Hill
becomes a spot for hopeful imaginings once more.
Love Among the Ruins is at S1 Artspace, Sheffield, until 15 September.
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Stephen Escritt interviewed by BBC Radio 4’s Great Exhibition of the North.
Link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0bclvxs
Time of interview: 12min 39secs - 13min 20secs.
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“Bill Stephenson’s work was a bit
more personal; he wanted to get to
know the people, to find the personal narrative…”

Roger Mayne, Boys playing football, Park Hill Estate,
Sheffield, 1961 © Roger Mayne Archive/Mary Evans
Picture Library

After its relocation to larger premises at Park Hill, S1 Artspace reopened last month with an exhibition documenting
the lives of residents living on the estate and nearby Hyde Park complex at separate eras in the early-60s and late-80s.
Inside the new venue, situated in a renovated garage block overlooking the sculpture park, Love Among the Ruins: A
Romance of the Near Future features rare archival photography and film from social documentarians Roger Mayne and
Bill Stephenson, whose work focused on the original Park Hill community from 1961-65 and the last remaining residents of its sister building in 1988.
Exposed spoke to S1 curator Laura Clarke about what the newly-opened venue will bring to the city’s cultural scene
and how the inaugural exhibition shines a light on the success, failure and potential rebirth of one of Sheffield’s most
iconic buildings.
Love Among the Ruins is obviously a hugely relevant exhibition to reopen with, featuring archival photography from
1960s Park Hill after the first residents moved in and the nearby Hyde Park flats during the 1980s.
Yes, we thought it was fitting and it’s really important to us that we can celebrate the people who originally built the
Park Hill community. A photographer called Roger Mayne was commissioned by the BBC for the Landmarks documentary series they produced, which basically looked at the changing landscapes, architecture and ways of life in post-war
Britain. The episode, called ‘Fortress’, aired around 1965 and people will also be able to watch that in full at the exhibition.
The 60s Park Hill images obviously feel iconic, but it was the 80s Hyde Park shots which really grabbed me – there’s
that huge splash of colour and a sense of intimacy which really stands out.
A lot of Bill Stephenson’s Hyde Park photographs were taken in Block B, an 18-storey tower which was built using the
same set of design principles as Park Hill and eventually demolished. Since a lot of the images were taken during the
summer, the tone of light in the evening sunshine really helps to get a sense of the building’s scale. Bill’s work was
more politically-motivated, too, as at the time residents were essentially being removed and displaced to other social
housing projects ahead of the block’s demolishment. I think Block D of Hyde Park was also demolished and other
blocks were turned into temporary accommodation for the World Student Games, so it’s another place with an interesting and often controversial history.
There’s a clear juxtaposition in the two bodies of work – the thriving post-war social housing ideals of the 60s and
then the degradation suffered by places like Park Hill and Hyde Park during the 80s.
I think the distinct styles between the photographers show it well. Roger Mayne was very much a photographer of his
era: remaining fairly distant from the subjects and capturing life almost as a fly on the wall, as that’s what he was commissioned to do at the end of the day. Bill Stephenson’s work was a bit more personal; he wanted to get to know the
people, to find the personal narrative and really capture how they felt.
On a contextual level, there’s also the interesting shift in wider attitudes towards social housing which took place
between the two eras. You can see the pride felt by the original Park Hill residents in Roger Mayne’s work.
Projects like Park Hill were built for working people, to eradicate the condemned slums which had no sanitation and
were just in a terrible state. They were built as social spaces, not just somewhere to house people, so there were a
number of pubs, shops and other facilities to make life easier for the residents. There was even a pretty innovative
waste disposal system, the “Garchey”, built into each flat so people could dispose of rubbish easily. You can listen to a
good cross-section of interviews on ‘The Fortress’ documentary with the original residents talking about the flats and
some of it was actually quite revolutionary considering this was the early-60s.
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Sometimes, largely due to the problems they faced in later years, people forget about the initial success of Park Hill
and Hyde Park and how they were built on fundamentally good principles.
Yeah, I think that’s true – both in terms of architects’ intentions behind the design and the practicality of the decision
to build the buildings. It was basically the best way to rehouse a lot of people living in squalor so they could get on with
their lives in the quickest way possible and make it cost-effective. Concrete became the new radical material; buildings
could be thrown up a lot quicker and at a much lesser cost.
Then there’s the fact that Park Hill is so prominent on the Sheffield skyline, it’s pretty inescapable and some were
ashamed of what they saw to be a bit of a crumbling eyesore when it became derelict. The estate took on a whole
new definition in its later era; the building itself took the flack.
I guess its fate was sealed when it became listed in that respect. From what I understand, the council couldn’t afford
to keep up the repairs, which is why it devolved into this state of disrepair. In the archives there are some fascinating
reports on Hyde Park which can be seen in the exhibition. We have materials from the Sheffield Archives and Local
Studies Library, who have been amazing at facilitating a lot of the research, and they’ve composed this compendium of
information on Park Hill and Hyde Park. We came across a kind of council housing survey from the 80s that listed the
scale of the repairs which needed doing and you could see how problematic the concrete material was for the building.
Acid rain water would seep in underneath, the steel framework would rust and chunks would start falling off. All of this
in combination with growing unemployment and homelessness under Thatcher’s government really put a huge strain
on Park Hill and Hyde Park.

Photos: Reuben James Brown

The current exhibition is a rethinking of Streets in the Sky, which was an earlier exhibition from 1988 featuring
Mayne and Stephenson’s work. How does Love Among the Ruins add to it?
Streets in the Sky wasn’t just Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson; there were other photographers who were involved
with that exhibition. The change of context involved with Love Among the Ruins is the big thing. Bill’s body of work on
Hyde Park was made during the 80s as Sheffield city council was about to start its city-wide demolition programme.
Between the late-80s and early-90s the Kelvin Flats, Norfolk Park high-rises, Broomhall flats, and of course parts
of Hyde Park were all demolished. A lot of the types of buildings built in the 60s were starting to be considered
failed social experiments and getting demolished in favour of small terraced housing. It’s more about looking at the
contrasts between those periods – and, just as importantly, thinking about the present and future of Park Hill.
Which moves us nicely onto the reopening of S1 Artspace in what was once the estate’s garage block. How are you
settling in?
Really well! We’re excited to get going because we haven’t been open to the public since our pilot programme in
the Scottish Queen ended two years ago, so the renovation of the garage block to be public-facing again is really
important to us. Another massive part of what we offer is affordable studio space. We’ve got ten artists at the moment,
but the new building will allow us to provide five more spaces to artists working in Sheffield. We’re nestled right inside
the estate and can extend the new gallery space out into the landscape. We want to become an accessible space for
everyone, a place where people from all over the city will come and spend time in.
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future is at S1 Artspace until 15 September. For a list of all upcoming
events and tours at the venue, head here.
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Bill Stephenson, Leroy
Edwards and Lee
Saville both age 14
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Bill Stephenson,
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Michael Cunningham play pool in
the unemployed
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Park Flats, Sheffield,
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At the end of the ’80s, social experiment Hyde Park – one of the largest high-rise tower blocks in Europe – faced demolition. Photographer Bill Stephenson was there to watch it happen.
I have always been interested in documenting communities,” explains photographer Bill Stephenson. “Particularly
communities on the edge of existence.”
This statement couldn’t be more readily applied to the photographs Stephenson shot on a Sheffield housing estate in
1988, when he captured a community that was literally about to be blown apart by the City Council.
Although Hyde Park was only 22 years old and housed over 4,000 people, by the end of the ’80s Sheffield council had
their finger on the demolition button. But before the 18-storey brutalist wonder could be raised to the ground, Stephenson nipped in there with his Hasselblad ready to capture the final residents, and document the end of an era.
Hyde Park and its next-door neighbour Park Hill started life as a post-war utopian dream, and were the biggest social
housing projects outside of London in Britain. Designed by Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith, the concrete fortresses were
inspired by Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation and his belief that the post-war housing crisis could be solved by building
high-rise tower blocks that had all the amenities of a typical street. The Sheffield-based spin-off garnered the catchy
nickname “streets in the sky” and was even furnished with a large deck that allowed the local milkmen to manoeuvre
milk floats around the building.
Documentary photographs of Park Hill by Roger Mayne in 1961 depict lively playgrounds, a close-knit community and
cutting-edge architecture. Stephenson recalls that Hyde Park was referred to as “the citadel” or “the castle.” And yet
within 30 years, the council had decided the scheme was a failure, and embarked on a plan to blow the whole thing up.
“I think the people who described it as ‘failed’ had never lived there,” argues Stephenson. “I didn’t meet anybody that
hated living there – they liked living there and they liked its prominent position over Sheffield. If I’d met people that
hated living there, my pictures would have reflected that.”
On the contrary, his captivating photographs uncover a community at ease with their home, rushing to play at the
nearby canal basin or relaxing with friends at the estate’s café. Even now, the Facebook page that reconnects old residents includes comments like: “Best years of my life. Love the place.”
For Stephenson to create these intimate portraits he had to get well acquainted with his subjects. So, he popped his
camera in the bottom of a carrier bag and started making friends, attending meetings, going to the shops, and visiting
the pop-in centre. “Maybe you can tell from the photographs that those people knew me… Wandering around Hyde
Park people used to shout things like: ‘Hey, Bill! Have you taken my sister’s picture yet?’ I wasn’t like a spy. I never felt
uncomfortable and the people I photographed didn’t feel uncomfortable either.”
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Although Hyde Park’s lively residents take centre stage in Stephenson’s photographs, the gloomy, crumbling concrete
in the background tells a different story – as does the “unemployed club” sign at the local youth club and the shortterm loan offer at Sue’s corner shop.
“When I first came to Sheffield in 1979 as a student, I used to go to sleep listening to the sound of drop hammers
working through the night,” he remembers. “If I drove out, I could see the glow from the steelworks. Sheffield was an
industrial city, and then in a very short space of time, everything shut down. It was devastating.”
Unemployment is often cited as the main culprit in the demise of these idealistic superstructures. Once residents were
unable to pay their rent, the council were unable to pay for much-needed repairs, making the cheapest option a stick
of dynamite. Of course, Margaret Thatcher’s reign over the ’80s didn’t help either; particularly her belief that “there’s no
such thing as society,” and her campaign to shift social responsibility from the state onto the individual.
“Hyde Park was a building of its time, and buildings like that aren’t going to be built again,” laments Stephenson. He is
almost certainly right, but some of those buildings still stand. Park Hill managed to survive the demolition plan and is
now the largest grade II* listed building in Europe.
Both Stephenson and Mayne’s photographs appear in an exhibition at a new art gallery on the estate, and Park Hill is
slowly being renovated, offering both private and social lets side by side. Perhaps society isn’t dead – it just looks a
little bit different to before.
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If we’re to celebrate brutalist architecture – and not everyone agrees we should – it must surely be with humanity at its
heart. Bill Stephenson’s photos of Hyde Park in Sheffield do just that.
Stephenson is one of two photographers whose work makes up new exhibition Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of
the Near Future. It documents life among the communities of the vast housing estate and neighbouring Park Hill, which
were built in the 1960s amid a spirit of modernist utopianism but soon after found themselves plagued with damp,
pestilence and concern about the social impact of living in high-density housing.
Yet Stephenson’s 1988 photos, contrast with those of Roger Mayne, whose black and white images of Park Hill, shot
in the early 1960s, form the other half of the exhibition.
“If I had met alienated tenants who hated living at Hyde Park my photographs would have reflected that,” says
Stephenson. “However, despite years of neglect by the council, all the tenants I met liked living in the flats and did not
want to be dispersed to other social housing estates around the city. The tenants regarded the flats as home and a
special place to live.”
Fittingly the exhibition is the first in a new gallery at Park Hill. The S1 Artspace is a renovated former garage block at
the centre of the estate and launched this month.
The last residents left Hyde Park shortly after Stephenson’s work there and they were demolished in the early 1990s.
But Park Hill was given grade II listed status in 1998 – the largest such building in Europe – and, after long decline, is
being refurbished by Manchester-based developers Urban Splash.
“I loved the optimism of post-war modernism – the ‘brutalism’ of undecorated concrete facades appeals to me,” says
Stephenson, who now lives and works as a commercial photographer in Derbyshire. “However there’s always good
and bad architecture.
“One thing that most interested me was that Hyde Park flats were designed as social housing, not a private housing
development. Built in a prime location on one of Sheffield’s seven hills close to the bus and railway stations they were
a short walk into the city centre. Most of these post-war modernism estates have now been demolished, often by
shortsighted city planners.”
Stephenson wanted to make his work distinct from that of Mayne, who died in 2014,d and produced large-scale, highly
saturated colour prints in contrast to his predecessor’s 35mm black and white shots. He describes them as “semiformal portraits, the architecture becoming secondary, a backdrop”. And how did he go about getting them?
“The most important skill a documentary photographer has is gaining accessibility and co-operation from a particular
community or group. I try to create an intimacy and understanding between myself and the people I am photographing.
This is done by talking and spending time with them.
“Building a relationship with key people who can provide introductions is essential before taking photographs. My
social documentary photography has been concerned with the recording of communities most of which no longer
exist. A clear narrative, elements within the image that create tension and strong authorship, I hope, characterise my
work.”
The redevelopment of Park Hill is something he welcomes. “I’m pleased how architecture evolves through time and
buildings are repurposed to suit the needs of the time we live in. The gentrification and grade II listing of Park Hill
would, I’m sure, surprise many of the original tenants.”
Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future is at S1 Artspace, Sheffield, until 15 Sept (s1artspace.org)
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The Story of Sheffield’s Park Hill Housing Estate
For the first show at S1 Artspace’s new home in the Brutalist housing estate, two
photographers who documented it in the 1960s and ’80s

Bill Stephenson, ‘Tony the Ton’ and
Martin age 8, outside the Pop In Centre, 1988, Hyde Park Flats, Sheffield.
Courtesy: © Bill Stephenson

Donna Hargreaves and Carmen
Bello sit on an unguarded fourth storey concrete parapet, 1988, Hyde
Park Flats, Sheffield. Courtesy: © Bill
Stephenson

Roger Mayne, Milk delivery, 1961, Park Hill Estate, Sheffield. Courtsy: © Roger Mayne Archive
and Mary Evans Picture Library

The story of Park Hill, the 995-unit housing estate built on the edge of Sheffield city centre between 1957–61, closely
mirrors that of east London’s Robin Hood Gardens – up to a crucial, divergent point. Both provided radical new
approaches to domesticity and building design, deploying concrete in previously unseen ways and creating new social
spaces such as the much-vaunted ‘streets in the sky’.
In a short number of decades, however, both would suffer material and reputational decline as a result of Margaret
Thatcher’s industrial and housing policy. While demolition began at Robin Hood Gardens this January, Park Hill was
given grade II* listed status in 1998, though it was subsequently taken over by developer Urban Splash in 2004 and is
midway through a renovation (and gentrification) process that will continue up to 2022.
This summer has seen a renewed interest in both estates from an arts perspective. First, a chunk of the doomed Robin
Hood Gardens made its way to the Venice Biennale of Architecture for a display by the V&A that skirted sheepishly
around the housing politics that brought it there and disconnected the architectural material from its potent social
history. Meanwhile, in Sheffield, S1 Artspace has relocated from its former site above a thrash metal club to a garage
space in the centre of Park Hill.
‘Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future’, the first exhibition at the new site, explores the work of
documentary photographers Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson, who spent time at Park Hill and neighbouring Hyde
Park in the early 1960s and late ’80s, respectively. Where the V&A exhibit is markedly architectural in its focus, ‘Love
Among the Ruins’ is remarkably human. In Stephenson’s work, close focus, warm colouring and an arresting series of
subjects makes the environment irrelevant, at times invisible. His portraits capture the residents of Hyde Park, their
gazes fixed on the camera, but their poses suggesting activities interrupted; a trip to the shop or a cigarette outside
the pub.
Taken in the months before Hyde Park would be cleared, part-demolished and later reclad to erase any remnants
of brutalism, Stephenson’s photos emit a certain nostalgia before the fact; a bittersweet melancholy that mirrors
the photographer’s experience on the site. ‘I did not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused, despite the
current condition of the flats,’ he says.
Mayne’s work, captured a generation before Stephenson’s, is imbued with a different energy. In keeping with his
photojournalistic style, the black and white images are close yet disconnected, framing the first residents of Park Hill
in the context of their new homes. Any direct confrontation between subject and camera seems accidental, almost
misdirected, as milk is delivered, bingo called, football played and life imprinted onto the estate’s virgin concrete.
Viewed separately, the photographers’ work is clearly exceptional. Brought together in the context of S1 Artspace
and the estate itself, however, the story becomes more complicated. The chronological jump between the two series
creates a thread that inevitably leads to the present day and the wildly different context in which Park Hill finds itself,
with businesses such as a branding agency occupying the ground floor of the newly jet-washed and primary-coloured
slab blocks. These photos, and indeed the gallery itself, are not events isolated by the passing of time, but are
elements in an ongoing housing and urban development narrative that continues to let down those most in need.
This said, it is encouraging to note that S1 Artspace is embracing the complexity of their position on the site and
as part of the area’s history. To open their new season with an exhibition that deals quite so directly with their
controversial locale is bold. Yet it’s an approach grounded in social sensitivity and site awareness, which will only be
strengethened with their context-conscientious programme unfolding in the coming year.
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Walking up to S1 Artspace’s newest gallery space in the former garage block of the Park Hill estate, the panorama
of the estate meets the eye. In the distance, beckoning from the brow of the hill, Park Hill’s sister estate, the lesser
known Hyde Park, stands on the horizon line. Arriving at the gallery itself, we once again come face to face with the
two estates, this time through being taken back in time in the exhibition Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near
Future, in which the work of two social documentary photographers, Roger Mayne and Bill Stephenson, charts the very
beginnings of Park Hill in 1961-65, and the final remaining days in 1988 of the now partially demolished Hyde Park.
An interest in post-war architecture and sites of social housing has become a trend within projects and exhibitions of
contemporary art, and Park Hill has itself hosted a number of these in recent years, including The Brutalist Playground
(S1 Artspace, 2016); Art Sheffield 2016 (S1 Artspace and the Link pub); and British Modern Remade (Arts Council
Collection, 2012). As with these earlier exhibitions, Love Among the Ruins also offers an interrogation of the utopian
ideals and failures of Park Hill and Hyde Park.
To do this it establishes a sense of conflicting temporalities: oscillating between the present of both Mayne and
Stephenson’s time, in addition to that of the exhibition’s own present within the heart of the estate, the viewer is invited
to contemplate the changing social and historical context. As the two bodies of work are presented interspersed
in small clusters, we continuously move between Mayne’s grainy monochrome scenes of group life at Park Hill, to
Stephenson’s colour portraits of individuals or pairs at Hyde Park – Anita and Emma the roller skating paper delivery
girls, ‘Tony the Ton’, Sue the owner of ‘Sue’s shop’ and other such named protagonists are introduced.
What is significant about these scenes is their very populated nature: in contrast to the earlier exhibitions, the focus
here is on the lives of the estates’ residents themselves, in addition to social and architectural vision. Whilst Mayne
does pay homage to the high angle and vertiginous architectural views that characterised many of the proponents of
early modernist photography, in which people either appear absent or as tiny unidentifiable figures, the majority of his
series focuses on the very activity taking place within the architecture, rather than the structure itself.
Similarly, in a recent interview for the Guardian, Stephenson recalls that “it would have been easy... to have just done
‘alienation’ photography: someone standing in this brutal concrete environment with the building towering over them”.
Instead he shot portraits where the viewer encounters architecture through the protagonist’s view of it.
In both bodies of work, the activity taking place is one of community interaction: games of football, children at play,
bingo nights, and the now iconic image of the delivery of milk from the milk floats that were able to drive along the
elevated walkways. Despite the social problems which beset both estates, nowhere are there images of conflict or
violence. Famously, whilst photographing residents, Stephenson described finding “a close community reluctant to be
broken up” and “did not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused”.
Nonetheless, many of the residents photographed in both estates were to find themselves rehoused. By 1989 the
process of vacating Hyde Park had begun, whilst following its Grade II listing in 1998 and subsequent transference
to the property developer Urban Splash, the residents of Park Hill were also gradually rehoused. The exhibition is
therefore important in returning these now lost histories to the estate, restoring their voices. Continuing the model
established by the 1988 Streets in the Sky exhibition at Untitled Gallery (the predecessor to Site Gallery), of which
Love Among the Ruins forms a partial restaging of, the S1 Artspace curators have invited former residents to
contribute their own photographs to be shown alongside the display. With Park Hill entering a transitional moment
in its future redevelopment, with phase 2 of the regeneration now approved, and phase 3 in the pipeline, it remains
a pertinent moment to reconsider these histories. Perhaps it is a reminder that as we move forward, we should not
forget to look back.
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In both bodies of work, the activity taking place is one of community interaction: games of football, children at play,
bingo nights, and the now iconic image of the delivery of milk from the milk floats that were able to drive along the
elevated walkways. Despite the social problems which beset both estates, nowhere are there images of conflict or
violence. Famously, whilst photographing residents, Stephenson described finding “a close community reluctant to be
broken up” and “did not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused”.
Nonetheless, many of the residents photographed in both estates were to find themselves rehoused. By 1989 the
process of vacating Hyde Park had begun, whilst following its Grade II listing in 1998 and subsequent transference
to the property developer Urban Splash, the residents of Park Hill were also gradually rehoused. The exhibition is
therefore important in returning these now lost histories to the estate, restoring their voices. Continuing the model
established by the 1988 Streets in the Sky exhibition at Untitled Gallery (the predecessor to Site Gallery), of which
Love Among the Ruins forms a partial restaging of, the S1 Artspace curators have invited former residents to
contribute their own photographs to be shown alongside the display. With Park Hill entering a transitional moment
in its future redevelopment, with phase 2 of the regeneration now approved, and phase 3 in the pipeline, it remains
a pertinent moment to reconsider these histories. Perhaps it is a reminder that as we move forward, we should not
forget to look back.
Exhibition events:
Preview – Thursday 19 July, 6-8pm
Film Screening: Our Municipal Dreams – Wednesday 25 July, 6:30pm
Park Hill Architecture Tours – Saturday 4 August, 11am & 2pm / Saturday 1 September, 11am & 2pm
Public Showreel Coffee Mornings – Thursday 9 August, 11am / Thursday 30 August, 11am
Exhibition Tours – Wednesday 15 August, 2pm / Thursday 23 August, 2pm
Artist Talk: Anna Douglas, Bill Stephenson and Matthew Conduit – Wednesday 12 September, 6:30pm
Talk: Experiments in Living with Elain Harwood and Lynsey Hanley – Saturday 15 September, 2pm
Words by Clare Nadal
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In July 2018, S1 Artspace reopens in the heart of Sheffield’s iconic Brutalist Park Hill estate with an exhibition of archival photography and film of the residents who shaped the original communities in Park Hill and neighbouring Hyde
Park.
‘Love Among the Ruins: A Romance of the Near Future’ presents the work of two social documentary photographers
Roger Mayne (1929 – 2014) and Bill Stephenson (b. 1955), who documented the first residents of Park Hill from 196165 and the last remaining residents of Park Hill’s sister building Hyde Park in 1988 – both landmark buildings which
were the product of City Council Architect J. L. Womersley’s pioneering vision for social housing in Sheffield.
“A close community”
Including rare documents and archival material, ‘Love Among the Ruins’ is a re-interpretation of ‘Streets in the Sky’, an
exhibition by Mayne and Stephenson curated by Matthew Conduit at the Untitled Gallery in Sheffield in 1988. Thirty
years on, ‘Love Among the Ruins’ revisits aspects of the original exhibition alongside works not previously shown and
includes The Fortress, a film about Park Hill produced by the BBC in 1965 as part of its Landmarks documentary TV
series.
Originally staged during the most significant period of decline of the two estates, Streets in the Sky provided an insight
into the sense of rootedness and connection to the architecture felt by many of the residents. Despite the increasing
deterioration of the fabric of the building, Stephenson found “a close community reluctant to be broken up” and “did
not meet a single resident who wanted to be rehoused, despite the current condition of the flats.”
“Redevelopment scheme”
Looking back to the utopian ideals inherent in the architecture of Park Hill and Hyde Park, ‘Love Among the Ruins’
traces the social history of the buildings, as Park Hill is once again undergoing a huge period of reinvention following
its Grade II listing in 1998 and ongoing redevelopment since 2007. Love Among the Ruins offers a moment to reflect
on the major changes that the estate has experienced historically and marks the next phase in the evolution of this
landmark building.
Commissioned by J. L. Womersley in 1956, the Park Hill redevelopment scheme was designed by architects Jack Lynn
and Ivor Smith who were tasked with providing a solution to the post-war housing and health crisis in Sheffield. Lynn
and Smith were heavily influenced by British architects Peter and Alison Smithson, who were themselves proponents
of Le Corbusier’s incorporation of ‘streets in the air’ in the Unité d’habitation in Marseilles, which aimed to facilitate
the sort of neighbourliness existing on the ground, with space to stand and chat and for children to play. In translating
this concept to the hillside location of Park Hill, the architects were able to vertically recreate the existing streets to
rehouse neighbours next to each other.
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“Dramatic”
Designed to include all the amenities that people needed to live well, the Park Hill redevelopment scheme was the
largest and most radical housing project of its kind outside of London. Between 1961-65, Roger Mayne visited the
newly developed Park Hill estate to document how the residents were transitioning to this new way of living together.
Mayne’s seminal body of work capturing community life on the streets of working class neighbourhoods of Britain in
the 1950s and early 60s earned him a reputation as one of the most important post-war British photographers. His
photographs of Park Hill uniquely capture the energy and conviviality of the estate at its inception.
In 1965, part two of the redevelopment scheme was completed with Hyde Park, which existed for just over 25 years
before being partially demolished between 1991-93. The design for Hyde Park differed significantly from Park Hill, with
the estate composed of four separate blocks and the tallest reaching a dramatic nineteen storeys high. By 1967, concerns were already being raised about the social impact of such high-density housing, with reports that applications
for transfers were on the increase. From the 1970s, the estate began to suffer from chronic pest control problems
and ‘generally filthy conditions’ according to a council survey. The building developed ‘concrete cancer’, as rainwater
gradually caused chunks of the facade to disintegrate.
“Fleeting energy”
Bill Stephenson documented the last remaining residents of Hyde Park in 1988, at a time when the estate had fallen
largely into disrepair and had come to be considered a failed experiment in social housing by Sheffield City Council.
Having spent eight months visiting and getting to know the residents whom he would eventually photograph, Stephenson’s portraits offer a deeply personal insight into the lives of Hyde Park’s residents in contrast to the anonymity and
fleeting energy of Mayne’s photographs of Park Hill.
In December 1986, 3000 tenants of Hyde Park learned that they would be rehoused in order to accommodate the
‘Olympic Village’ for the World Student Games in 1991. Tenants began moving out in January 1988, with over half having left by the end of June that year. By 1990, the city had embarked on a £27 million renovation scheme to transform
the estate for the Games, with demolition of the nineteen storey Block B beginning in 1991.
“Changing attitude”
The partial demolition of Hyde Park was part of Sheffield City Council’s city-wide programme of tower block demolition from the late 1980s to the late 90s that saw the flattening of Broomhall flats, Kelvin flats and the high-rise towers
of Norfolk Park. The fate of Hyde Park became a microcosm of the changing attitude towards social housing and the
welfare state in Britain, as the priorities of central government shifted away from social responsibility towards privatisation and home-ownership.
At a time when social housing is increasingly scarce and communities of post-war social housing projects have been
largely fragmented and dispersed, Love Among the Ruins explores the complex social and architectural history of
Park Hill and Hyde Park, providing a platform for discussion and debate about the relationships between architecture,
community and the urban landscape, looking back to the post-war utopian ideals of social housing and to the contemporary repurposing and commercialisation of the remaining buildings from the period.
‘Love Among the Ruins’ is at S1 Artspace, 1 Norwich Street, Park Hill, Sheffield, S2 5PN
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We’re all wearily familiar with the cliches of the property developer’s mock-up, the “sweeping perspectives and
endless summers so beloved of architectural photographers,” in critic Owen Hatherley’s words. The completion of
Sheffield’s Park Hill estate in 1961, and the photographs commissioned from Roger Mayne for the building’s official
brochure, marked one possible alternative. Like the architecture itself, Mayne’s photographic language signalled a
radical break with the past. Fittingly, these photographs, along with those of Bill Stephenson, are the subject of a new
exhibition at S1 Artspace’s new Park Hill gallery, running until 15 September.
Instead of downplaying Park Hill’s love-it-or-loathe-it heft by glossing over its sharp edges with soft filters and friendly
angles, Mayne’s black-and-white shots accentuate the uncompromising modernity of the 1960s. He doesn’t draw false
parallels with older buildings – these photos celebrate the geometric, almost abstract shapes that make no reference
to any previous architectural idiom, such as in the vertiginous shot ‘Flats and Bridges’.
Nobody had ever photographed a new building like a film star before. Now, in design porn magazines like Dezeen and
Wallpaper*, it’s common practice. Mayne, who died in 2014, had a rare ability to render these new forms even more
alien through the lens than they were in person.
Where people do appear in his photos, they’re always nameless and often cocooned in concrete, such as in a photo of
young men playing football, boxed in by the towering cliff face of the estate. Mayne’s work deftly navigates the often
fractious juncture between photography and architecture, but it also foreshadows, perhaps unwittingly, the criticism
Park Hill and other estates like it would field decades later for their coldness and alleged inhumanity.
30 years later, in 1988, amid the backlash against post-war planning, amateur photographer Bill Stephenson takes his
camera to Park Hill’s equally enormous neighbour Hyde Park months before the demolition of its towering B block.
The building, doomed either to demolition or to an unsympathetic refurb for the 1991 Student Games, recedes into
the background. Instead of the societal decay usually ascribed to these estates by Utopia on Trial author Alice Coleman and other detractors in the press, Stephenson finds a community in full bloom, a riot of wildflowers on a patch of
scrubland. This is despite, or perhaps because of, the poor maintenance, the high unemployment and the myriad other
factors that stacked the odds against this community.
Stephenson’s record of the dying days of the old Hyde Park community exudes an obvious empathy with his subjects,
who he spent several months with, sometimes without taking a photo for days. Nearly all the people are named, including the children, and other insights into estate life are often included. For instance, we know that the eponymous owner
of Sue’s Shop offered ‘strap’, a short-term loan to customers who couldn’t pay immediately. We meet Tony The Ton, a
muscular, topless black man whose arms-folded pose is copied faithfully by his eight-year-old son Martin, whose presence at the exhibition’s opening night, recreating the pose, saw a gaggle of people crowd round to take photos.
Many of the residents depicted are members of minority communities, a factor which is often blamed for the initial failure of Park Hill, Hyde Park, and Kelvin Flats in Upperthorpe, rather than the estates’ chronic underfunding. The entirely
white crowd of adolescent dancers shown in Mayne’s shot ‘Teenage Night’ is transformed 30 years later into a community of people from many backgrounds and in many situations.
In Stephenson’s world, multiculturalism exists not as a tokenistic buzzword but as unremarkable reality. We meet two
young friends, Richard Hylton and Michael Cunningham, one white and the other black, playing pool in the ‘unemployed
club’ at the local youth centre. There’s Donna Hargreaves and Carmen Bello, both 14, balancing precariously on a
fourth-storey concrete parapet. Most affectingly, Stephenson captures Faisal and Paula, a young couple of around 13,
gazing at each other outside a service lift, their humanity not contrasted but mirrored in their surroundings.
Love Among the Ruins runs until 15 September at S1 Artspace, Park Hill, Weds to Sat, 12-5pm.
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